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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2, Theorem B] some information was obtained about the first Cartan 
invariants in characteristic 2 of the groups SL,(2m) and SU3(2”). The 
purpose of this paper is to obtain an explicit formula for this invariant. 
THEOREM. Let G= SL3(27 or SU3(2m), and Q,,,,, the projective 
ir~decomposahle character of G associated with the triuial irreducible Brauer 
character for the prime p = 2. Then 
P) = %3.m,~ @cd 
= 7” + cm - 23m+ L + am + b” 
+ [2m + cm + d”] + [(~2)~ + (EC)~ + (Ed)m] 
+ [em +f”] + [(ceY + (cf)m] 
- 2[arn +P" + y"] - 2[(Eay + (EPy + (Eyy], 
where E = 1 if G = SU,(2”‘), E = -1 if G = SL3(2m), a, b are two roots of 
x2 - 12~ + 24 = 0, c, d are two roots of x2 - 8x - 8 = 0, e, f are two roots 
ofx’ - 8x + 10 = 0, and a, ,B, y are three roots of x3 - 8x’ + 2s + 12 = 0. 
COROLLARY. 
C(m) 
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We will prove the theorem in Sections 6-8 for G = SL,(2m) and in 
Section 10 for G = SU3(2m). 
In [2], the formulas for the degrees of the projective indecomposable 
characters in characteristic 2 of the .groups ,YSL,(~~) and SU,(2m) were 
obtained. In Sections 5 and 9 we will give another method to obtain these 
formulas. Analogous argument can be used to study projective characters in
characteristic 2 (resp. 3) of the groups G2(2”) (resp. Ree(3”) and G,(3”)). 
See [5,6]. 
Results of this sort were obtained for the groups Suz(2”) and Sp,(2”) in 
Ill- 
This paper is inspired by [ 1, 21. The above formula is simplified by 
Professor Walter Feit. Without his modification the formula would be more 
complicated. This paper is part of the author’s thesis [4] under the super- 
vision of Professor Walter Feit. For other parts see [S, 61. 
2. NOTATION 
The following notation will be used throughout his paper: m is a fixed 
natural number, n is an arbitrary natural number unless otherwise stated, 
G(n) = SL,(2”), q = 2m, K is the algebraic closure of the finite field of order 
2: G, = ,X,(K), Z: the set of rational integers, Z+: the set of nonnegative 
integers, N: the set of positive integers, S(n) = Z/nZ, A is an arbitrary subset 
of s(n) unless otherwise stated, and $ is the empty set. 
For dc At we identify I with its characteristic function in A, i.e., for all 
kEA. 
I(k) = 1, if kEI, 
= 0, if kEA\I; 
fl(n, A) = {I = (I,, IJI,, I, c A}. For k E A and I = (I,, I,) E Q(n, Aj, we 
define I(k) = (I,(k), I,(k)). 
In Q(n,A), we define two operations: for I = (IL, I,), we define 
I' E Q(n, -4) as 
I’(k) = (1, 11, if I(k) = (0, 0), 
= (1, O), if I(k) = (LO), 
= to, I), if I(k) = (0, I), 
= (0, o>, if I(k)= (1, l), 
for all k E A. For I = (II, I,), we define T= (12’ I,). 
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In case A = S(n), we write O(n) instead of Q(n, S). In case n = m, we 
omit the n in all of the above notation. That is, G = G(m), S = S(m), 
Q(A) = Q(m, A), and Q = Q(m). T= (S, S) E 0. Hence T’ = (4, 4). For 
I=(I,,I,)ELA x, YE (0, l}cZ, let N(I,(x,y))=({kESII(k)=(x,y)}l. 
1, : the identity element of G, CC the Frobenius automorphism of G or G, . If 
g, h are complex-valued class functions defined on G, let 
r is the Steinberg character of G. If g is a class function on G, let g” = g 0 cx 
Let H be a subgroup of G,. If M is a KH-module, then M” is the module 
obtained by letting h E H act on M” as h” acts on M. Let M* denote the 
contragredient module. If H is finite and p is the Brauer character afforded 
by M, then M* affords P; where the bar denotes complex conjugation. 
Lie algebra representations areover the complex number field. Modular 
representations f G, or G are over K. We do not distinguish t e modular 
representation and its Brauer character. 
3. THE IRREDUCIBLE BRAUER CHARACTERS 
Let g be the simple Lie algebra of type A; and w,, w2 be fundamental 
weights of g associated with simple roots (r, a2 as in Fig. 1. Let V(O), 
V(w,), V(NJ*), and V(w, + WJ be the irreducible g-modules with highest 
weights 0, w,, PV~, and w1 + w2, respectively. By [2], these give the 
corresponding irreducible G,-modules in characteristic 2, and their 
dimensions are 
dim V(0) = 1, dim V(w,) = dim V(wJ = 3, dim V(w, + u’J = 8. 
Let p(O) = 1, p(wl), p(w2), and p(w, + w,) denote the Brauer characters of G 
FIG. 1. Root system of type A,. 
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afforded by V(O), V(w,), V(w,), and V(w, + wJ, respectively. For 
I= (II, I,) E Q, define 
By the tensor product theorem [8], V3 = (pLiL E 0) is the set of all 
irreducible Brauer characters of G. Furthermore, pr = r is the Steinberg 
character of G and P,@,$, = 1 is the trivial character. 
By [2] or computing the weight spaces of F(w,), F(w& and F(tv, + NJ& 
we get Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
We note that the last three equations can be derived from the first hree 
equations. 
LEMMA 3.3. p(w,) =p(w2), p(wl + w2) = p(w, + U’J- Furthermore, 
pr = pr for all I E 8. 
THEOREM 3.4. The Grothendieck ring R(G) of G in characteristie 2 is 
isomorphic to the commutative Z-algebra which is gerrerated bl) elements xi. 
yi, zi, iE S that satisfy 
xf = xi+, + 2Jli) y; =yi+, + 2Xi, xlyi=zi+ I. 
Proof ([ 1, Theorem 3.5; 5, 6, Theorem 3.41). Let D denote the Z-algebra 
defined in the statement. By Lemma 3.2 there exists an epimorphism 
p: D + R(G). By the tensor product theorem [8], R(G) has rank 4” as a Z- 
module. D is generated as a Z-module by the elements niCs ri, where 
ri = 1, xi, yi, or zI. Hence D has Z-rank at most 4m. This implies that p is an 
isomorphism. 
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4. THE PROJECTIVE INDECOMPOSABLE CHARACTERS 
Define 
r(O) = 1, v(w,) = P(W,)Y V(%) = P(%>Y 
q(w, + wz) =p(w, + WJ - 2. 
(4.1) 
For I= (I,, I& E R, define 
(4.2) 
We note that )I[ are similar to ly’s defined in [3]. By Lemma 3.3, c = qr. Let 
@I be the principal indecomposable character of G associated with pI. As Tp, 
is an integral combination of the QJ’s, so is Qr. We also know that the 
multiplicity of QJ in rrl is (rql, p[) = (r, rrpJ) for all I and J in 0. The fact 
that 
(4.3) 
is of basic importance for whole computation in this paper. 
DEFINITION 4.4. In the Grothendieck ring R(G), we define a ,length 
function 1: R(G) -+ Z’ as follows: for the basis element pI, I = (I,, IJ E 0, 
we define 
In general, for 
with a@, I) E Z, we define I@) = max {Z@1)]1 E Q, a@, I) # 0). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 
P= c aCu,QpIEWG) IER 
with a(p, I) E Z. Then 
(i) 0 < Z(U) < 2m, 101) = 2m if and only if a@, T) # 0. 
(ii) (r,,~) = a@, T). F ur th r e more, (I’, p) # 0 if and only if 101) = 2m. 
Prooj The proof of (i) follows from Definition 4.4 and (ii) from (4.3). 
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LEMMA 4.6. (i) Z(1) = 0, Z@(w,)) = Z@(wJ) = 1, Z@(w, + wz)) = 2. 
(ii) Z~(w,)‘) = Z@(W$) = 1 < 2Z@(w,)) = 2Z@(w,)), Z@(w,) p(*M = 
2 = Z@(w,)) + Z@(wz)), Qp(W,jP(W, + WJ) = @(%jP(fi'I + %)Il = 2 < 
Z@(w,)) + Z(p(w, + WJ) = Ww2)) + ww, + w,>), KPtw, + -47 = 2 < 
w7(w, + %)). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and Definition 4.4, we get these results. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose ,a, < E R(G). Then 
(i) I&“) = Z(u). 
(ii) Z(,&) < Z(a) + Z(5) (the triangle inequality). 
Proof. The proof of (i) is trivial; (ii) follows from Lemma 4.6 and 
induction on Z(r) + I@). 
LEMMA 4.8. Let x1, yl, x2, y2 E (0, 1) cZ. Then 
~(l?(x,w,+Y,~~~,)Pt-)C?~~I+4’?~‘z))~2~ 
The equality holds exactly in the following cases: 
r1(0) P(Wl f q) = P(Wl + %j, 
_- 
In the above expression, the omitted terms have length 0 or 1. 
Proof. The proof is nothing but the computation using Lemma 3.2 and 
(4.1). 
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In the rest of this section, we fix I = (I,, I,), J= (J,, J2) E R. unless 
otherwise stated. By (3.1) and (4.2), 
Let ,u: S -+ R(G) be a function such that, for all k E S, p(k) is a term which 
appears in the expansion for 
r(Idk) wl+ I,(k) wz) PC J,(k) WI+ J,(k) wz> 
expressed in terms of the basis elements in !J3 = {pL]L. E J2}. Thus, p(k) is a 
term of the form xpr., with suitable coefficient x E Z. By Lemma 4.8, 
f@(k)) < 2. Let 
It is trivial tosee that 
where the summation ranges over all possible ,U defined above. Of course, we 
can also let the summation range over all such ,u with (r, [p]) + 0, i.e., 
Z([,U]) = 2m by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.8. At this moment, we suppose 
I([p]) = 2m and see what happens. By the triangle inequality and 
Lemma 4.7, we get 
I( ;G ii(Wj =2lAI (4.10) 
for all subsets A of S. In particular, for all k E S, we have Z@(k)) = 2. By 
Lemma 4.8, 
P(k) = P(Wl + %), PO%) P(%)“, PC%> P(M’IY? 
UP dw2Y7 or P(W, + %Y* 
Moreover, Lemma 4.8 implies 
LEMMA 4.11. Let k E S. Then 
(i) p(k) =p(w, + w,) if and only if I(k) = J’(k). 
(ii) p(k) = p(w,) p(w$ fund onb if 
(a) I(k) = (l,O), J(k) = (1, 1) or @I) I(k) = (1, l), J(k) = (0, 1). 
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(iii) p(k) = p(wz) p(WJ” if and only if 
(y) I(k) = (0, l), J(k) = (1, 1) or (/3) Z(k) = (1, l), J(k) = (LO). 
(iv) ,u(k) = 2p(w,) pi, 2p(w,)p(w,)“, UY p(~, -t- wJ” if and only &f’ 
I(k) = J(k) = (1, 1). 
The Lemma 4.11 gives 
LEMMA 4.12. Zf (Zql, pJ) # 0, then I(k) + J(k) > 2 for all k E S. 
LEMMA 4.13. If P(j) = P(W, + w2) for some jE& then 
y(k) = p(wl + w2) for at1 k E S. Inparticular, I = J’. 
Proof: It suffkes to show that ~(j - 1) = p(wr + wJ* Suppose 
L4.j - 1) f Pf”V, + WJ. Then m - 1) = phj t+v, P(%)P!~~l)“~ 
2p(w,)p(w,)“, 2p(w,)p(w,)“, or p(wl + w?)O. In each case, we can easily 
show that 
Z@(j - l)d-‘~(j)d) = IQ@ - l)Zf(j)“) < 4, 
a contradiction to (4.10). Therefore p(j - 1) =p(w, + ~7~). The last 
statement follows from Lemma 4. I 1 (i). 
LEMMA 4.14. Zf p(j) = p(wI + w$' for some jE s, rhen 
p(k) = p(w, + w,y f or all k E S. Irz particttlar, I = J = T, 
ProoJ It sufftces to show that y(j + 1) =p(w, + wJ’. Suppose 
P(j + 1) f P(Wl + M@. Then 14j + 1) = P(J+~~ P(wJ”, P(QP(M~~)~~ 
@(WI) P(Wl>“, @(%)P(~~J,)“Y or p(w, + w2). In each case, we can easily 
show that 
ICu(.LFAj + l)““)= ZC.u(j)p(j + 1)“) < 4, 
a contradiction to (4.10). Therefore ~(j + 1) =p(~, + wJ’* The last 
statement follows from Lemma 4.11 (iv). 
(iii) If p(j) = 2p(w,)p(w,)“, then .u(j + 1) = p(wJ p(rvl)" cc 
2P(%) P(%>"* 
(iv) If p(j) = 2p(w,) p(wJ’, then ,u(j + 1) = p(wl) p(wz)” or 
@C+v,) P(WlY. 
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PROPOSITION 4.16. LetI=(I,,I,),J=(J,,J,)E~.~oreachkES,~x 
a term ,a(k) which appears in the expansion for 
vl(l,W w, + 4(k) 4 &J,(k) ‘VI+ J,(k) Q
expressed in terms of the basis elements in 93 = {pr. (L E I2 }. Let 
Then {I’, [,a]) # 0, i.e., /([,a] = 2m if and onZy ifp(k) belongs to {p(w, + wz), 
P(wM~~X P(wMWT WwMwX WJM~~~~K 05 + WI@ all 
k E S and one of the following holds: 
(i) I = J’ and ,a(k) = ,o(w, + wZ) for all k E S. 
(ii) I=J=Tandp(k)=p(w,+ ~v~)~fir all kES. 
(iii) Neither (i) or (ii) holds atzd both the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) if k E S and p(k) =p(w,)p(w$’ or 2p(w,)p(w,)“, then 
Pu(k + 1) = PO%> P(%Y 0r 2P(Wd P(WlY. 
(j3) if k E S and p(k) =p(wz)p(w,)” or 2p(w,)p(w,)“, then ~(k + 1) = 
PW P(M’IY or 2Pbd PW”. 
Proo$ The necessary part follows from Lemmas 4.13-4.15. It is easy to 
show that in case (i), (ii), or (iii), 1([,D J) = 2m. The converse part is very easy 
to check. 
COROLLARY 4.17. {rqI, p[,> = 1 for all I E 52. 
COROLLARY 4.18. For I E Q, the followirlg two statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) hlr = QI, 
(ii) there exists k E S such that one of the following holds: 
(a> I(k) = (1, l), 
(,B) I(k) = (1,O) and I(k + 1) = (0, l), 
(y) I(k)=(O, l)andI(k+ l)=(l,O). 
Prooj By Brauer’s orthogonality relations and Corollary 4.17, we have 
Thus qr, = QI if and only if @,I,, , p,) = 0 for all J E R, Jf I. NOW the 
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corollary follows from Lemma 4.11. We leave the routine verification as an 
easy exercise. 
DEFINITION 4.19. I E f2 is said to be well behaved if I satixfies one of 
the two equivalent conditions inCorollary 4.18. Othenvise, I is said to be non 
+rall behaved. 
COROLLARY 4.20. Suppose I, JE 0, I #J’, and (Qr, pJ # 0. Then (i) 
one of the followirzg holds: 
(a) there exists k E S such that J(k) = ( 1, 1) and heizce J is well 
behaved. 
(/3) I== T, J= (S,qi), 
(1’) I = T, J = (4, S). 
(ii) one of the folloGzg holds: 
(a) there exists k E S such that I(k) = (1, 1) and hence I is dell 
behaced. 
to) I= (%9j,J= T, 
(yj I= (4, S), J= T. 
Proof Suppose J(k) # (1, 1) f or all k E S. As (Qzr, p,> # 0, so there 
exist p as in Proposition 4.16. By assumption, ,u satisfies 
Proposition 4.16(iii). By Lemmas 4.11 4.12 and the assumption I # J’, we 
get that J(k) # (0,O) for all k E S. Hence J(k) = (LO) or (0,l) for all k E S. 
By Lemma 4.1 l(ii) and (iii), u(k) = p(~,) p(~,)” or p(~~)p()~~,)~ for all 
k E S. Suppose p(j) = p(wl)p(wJO for some j E S. By Proposi- 
tion 4.1 B(iii)(a), p(k) = p(wl) p(w$ f or ail k E S. By Lemma 4.1 l(iii), 
I(k) = (1, 1) and J(k) = (1,O). Therefore, I = T, J= (S, (5). Similarly, if 
PG) = P(%jP(~,)” f or some j E S, then I = T, J = (4, S). Condition (ii) can 
be proved in the same way. 
ProoJ: These are easy results of Proposition 4.16 and Brauer’s 
orthogonality relations. 
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THEOREM 4.22. (i) Suppose I E L! and I # T. Then 
(ii) %=h,+ 22= L+JER mr43wb. 
Proofi The proof of (i) follows from Corollaries 4.17, 4.18, and 4.20 and 
(ii) from Corollaries 4.17, 4.18, 4.20, and 4.21. 
5. THE DEGREES OF PROJECTIVE INDECOMPOSABLE CHARACTERS 
The formulas for the degrees of the principal indecomposable modules in 
characteristic 2 ofthe group G have already been obtained in [2]. Here we 
give another way to compute them. 
For I, J E l2, we define 
(rr,d,)=md+ 1, if I = J = T, 
= why P,), otherwise. 
(5.1) 
The reason we replace (, ) by (, ) is: if (QI, pJ) f 0 and ,u is as in 
Proposition 4.16 and I# J’, then (J’, ],u]) = 2’, where 
This means that each k E S with p(k) = 2p(w,)p(w,)” or 2p(w2)p(~tVJU 
contributes 2 to (r, [,u]). (Qr, pJ) is the sum of all (r, [,u]) with all possible 
,U’S satisfying Proposition 4.16(iii). That is, the 1 subtracted in (5.1) means 
that we neglect he contribution fthe ,U in Proposition 4.16(ii). By (5.1) and 
Theorem 4.22, we get easily 
LEMMA 5.2. (i) Suppose I E l2 and I # T. Then 
for all Z = (I,, I,) E 0, to compute QI( lG) we need only consider the term 
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for both cases I # T and I = T. In the rest of this section, I = (1,) Iz) is an 
arbitrary fixed element in 0, unless otherwise stated. 
By Lemmas 4.8 and 4.11. and Propostion 4.16(iii), we get that if JE Q, 
J # I’ and (TV{, p,) # 0, then 
(i) 1(k) f (0,O) for all k E S, 
(ii) if I(k) = (1,0) or (0, 1) for some k E S, then J(k) = (1, I), 
(iii) if I(k) = (1, 1) for some k E S, then J(k) # (0,O). 
These results lead to the following notation: For a subset A of S, we denote 
?j(I, A) as the set of all J(A) = (J(A),, J(A),) E R(A) such that 
(i) if I(k) = (1,O) or (0, 1) f or some k E A, then J(Aj(k) - (1, 1), 
(ii) if I(k) = (1, 1) for some k E A, then J(A)(k) # (0,O). 
Define B(1) = s(1, S). Clearly, {JE QS;1IJ# I’, (rql,p,) # 01 c S(1). For 
J(A) E S(I,A), define !ij(l,J(A),A) as the set of all functions y:A -+ 
Mw1Mw2Yr P(%) P~wJ, 2dw,Mw,Y~ @W~b4”\ such that for 
k E A, p(k) is a term in the formula for 
as stated in Lemma 4.8 and 
(i) if k, k + 1 E A and p(k) = p(wJ p(w*j” or 2~(w,)p(w,)“, then 
4k + 1) = oh) P(~vX or Wd ~h>“~ 
(ii) if k, kf 1 E A and p(k)=p(w,)p(w,)” or 2p(w,jp(w,j”, then 
dk + 1) = PW P@W or Wd oh>“. 
We note that it may happen $(I, J(A), A) = 0. Define @,(I, J(S)) = 
B(I, J(A), A). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set 
$,(I, J(S)) and the set of p’s defined in Proposition 4.16(iii) with J = J(S). 
For kEA,pEESj(Z,J(A),A), define 
cCU, k) = 1, if I(k) = (0,O) or (0, l), 
= 2, if I(k) = J(A)(k) = (1, l), 
= 3, if I(k) = (1, 1) and J(A)(k) = (LO) or (0, 1). 
In fact, c(@, k) is the product of two numbers: the coefficient of p(k) and the 
number 1 (resp. 3), which depends on J(A)(k) = (1, 1) (resp. (0, 1) or (1,O)). 
The latter number is the contribution f k to ~‘(1~) in (Qr, pJ) r,.(l F). 
Using the above notation, we can get easily that (5.3) is equal to 
(5.4) 
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Suppose Z(k) -(l, 1) for r consecutive k’s in S. For convenience at this 
moment, suppose Z(k) = (I, 1) for r= 0, I,..., Y- 1. For 0 <t< r- 1, let 
A, = (0, l,..., t- l}cS. Define 
(5.5) 
where the second summation ranges over all ,LI E !jj(Z, J(At), A,) with ~(0) = 
dwI)ddu or &(w,)~(tv,)” and dt - 1) =P(KJP(Q’ or ~P(~~,)P(~J’. 
In other words, this summation ranges over all ,U E Jj(Z, J(A,), A,) such that 
the term having length 2t in 
is of the form 
where x is a constant. Similarly, Q is defined in the same way as P,, except 
PO - 1) = P(Wl) P(%)” or 2p(w,) p(wJ’. In the same way, for Pi, we require 
~(0) = P(UQ P(w,>” or @(w,) P(W and dt - 1) = P(J%) P(wJ’ or 
2p(w,) ,n(~r)~. For Q;, we require ~(0) = p(w,) p(~r)” or 2p(w,) p(wz)” and 
lu(t - 1) = P(Wl> P(h)” or 2p(~7~) pi. Now, it is easy to see that if 
l<t,<r- 1, then 
P t+, = 3Pt + 2Qt, Q,, I= 2P, + 3Q, 
and 
P;,1=3P;+2Q;, Q;+,=2P;+3Q;. 
AS P,=2,Q,=3,Pj=3,(2;=2, we get 
P, = f(5’- l), Q,=f(5’+ I> 
and 
P; = i(5’ + l)? Q; = +(5’ - 1) 
for all t = 1, 2 ,..., r. 
If I’ is well behaved, then by Corollary 4.18(i), 
@[,&) = T(l,) q-,(1,) = q33’11”fl’ 2”I”“‘. 
(5.6) 
In the rest of this section, we suppose that I’ is non well behaved, i.e., I 
satisfies the following three conditions: 
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(i) I(k) z (0,O) for all k E S. 
(ii) If I(k) = (1,0) f or some k E S, then I(k + 1) = (LO) or (1, 1). 
(iii) If I(k) = (0, 1) f or some kE S, then I(k + 1) = (0, 1) or (1, 1). 
Now, suppose I # T and let I, f? I, = Uz= I B,, where 
(9 B,= ii,, i, + 1, i, + 2 ,..., j, } for some i, , j, E S, 
(ii) i,-- l,js+ 16EI,nI,, 
(iii) i,, i, ,..., i  are distinct. 
Define 
E, = 0, if I(i,- l)=I(j,+ l), 
= 1, if I(i,- l)#I(j,+ 1). 
Let 1 B, ( = b, . I is said to be of type {(b,, &,)I 1< s < e]. Under this definition 
and the consideration f(5~9, we get that (5.3) and (5.4) are equal to 
e N 54 + (-1)‘s s=i 1 2 * (5.7) 
Now we consider the case I = T. Equations (5.3) and (5.4) are actually 
equal to Q, + Pk = 5” + 1. In summary, by Lemma 5.2, Eqs. (5.3), (5.4) 
and (5.7), we get 
THEOREM 5.8 ([ 12, Theorem A, (7.6), Corollary, Theorem 8.21). 
(i) @iti,m,(lG) = 23m(6m - 5”). 
(ii) rfr= (1,) 1& E Q is h,eZZ behaved, then 
@I&) = 2 
3m + Ir;ni;l 3 iI;ut~i 
(iii) If I= (I!, 1,) f 0 is non well behaved and I’ # 7 is OS type 
Ip;“f;l3 IqJq _ 
e 
l n( s=1 
6. PRELIMINARY COMPUTATION OF Co,@ 
The next three sections are devoted to computing C,,, = (@(QW*, , @(,,,,j. 
By Theorem4.22 and (5.1), 
481 ‘82’1~14 
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As it is well known that (r, @cm,m,) = 0, so 
(6.1) 
We first consider the term &m,m)+lER (Tv~,P~)(T~~,, r). 
= 0, otherwise. 
ProoJ: The first case is trivial. The second one comes from Corollary 
4.21(i). Now, we suppose that I # T, I # (S, 4) and I # (9, S). If 
(Tvl,, r) # 0, then, by Corollary 4.2O(ii), there exists k E S such that 
I(k) = (0,O); (rqT,pI) = (&-, pI) as I# T. By Proposition 4.16(i) and 
Lemma 4.15(i), we get that (rqr, pr) = 0. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 6.2 gives 
Before computing the other terms in (6.1), we introduce some notation and 
terminology. We remark that the notation and the method we will use to 
compute the other terms in (6.1) can also be applied to Section 4 to get the 
main results, Proposition 4.16. But instead of using these, we used the length 
function there. 
For 12 > m, the set B3, = {p# E D = Q(m)} can be naturally identified as 
a subset of 23,, = {pr(l E Q(n)}, the set of all irreducible Brauer characters of 
G(n). In the following, we require that tz is much greater than m (in fact, 
IZ > m + 4 is enough), and that all the computation is within R(G(n)), unless 
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otherwise stated, e.g., inner product is always considered as within 
R (G(m)) = R(G). 
The following notation will be useful to simplify the notation and the 
computation. For r, s, & u E { 0, 1 } c Z, we use 
to denote the term p(rw, + swZ)P(twI + uwZjU. For example, 
IO 01 11 01 IO 11 
IO 01 =P@), IO 01 =P(fi’J, IO I( = p(w, + w*)@,.... 
Of course, we can generalize these to cover all elements in !ZSn. But the above 
is enough for our need. We remark that it is more effective to leave the “0” a 
blank space in the above notation. We do not use the latter notation. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let ‘3 t 8, and r EN, r < n. We say that 
with Z = (II, I,) E G(n), is of r pattern 2l if 
r-1 
)J p(Z,(i) w, + Z*(i) w,yi E 8. 
i=O 
In general, if 
with a(& I) E Z and PI is of r pattern ?I for every Z E 0(n) with a@, I) + 0, 
then we say that ,a is of r pattern Ti. Zf ‘u consists of a skgle element p, we 
say, briefly, that ,a is of r pattern p. 
DEFINITION 6.5.- Let ‘u c B,l and s EN, s < n. We say that 
PI = JJn, P(Z,(i) w1 + Z,(i) w*Y’~ 
with Z = (I,, Z2) E Q(n), is of s type U if 
n-1 
I[7 p(Z,(i) w, + Z2(ij w$+* E %. 
i=s 
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In general, if 
with a(,a, I) E Z and pI is of s type ‘?I for every I E a(n) with a&, I) # 0, then 
we say that ,a is of s type 3. If 2l consists of a single element p, we say, 
briefly, that p is of s type p. 
DEFINITION 6.6. Suppose r, s E N and r < s < n. We say that pI, with 
I=(I1,I,)EB(n), is (r,s) complete ifr, r+ l,..., sEI,n1,. 
In the rest of this section, we will compute (TvT, TV,) = (T, rfr) in (6.1). 
By a routine computation using Lemma 3.2, we get 
v(w, + W,YP(% + %I 
=p(w,+ W,)P(W, + %)"+4P(wl + h> + 2Pb%)PG%Y2 (6.7) 
+ 2p(w,)p(~Q2+ ~P(w, + w,)"+ ~P(w,)P(~v,)" + ~P(w)P(w,)". 
BY (4.21, 
m-l 
a-= n (r(w, + d2 P(Wl + W%' 
i=O 
For A c (0, 1, 2 ,..., m - 1 }, let 3(A) be the set of all functions 
flu:A -+ c= IP(lVl + %)P(W, + %Y, 4P(W, + w*), 2P(%)P(%Y2, 
~P(~~)P(W? ~P(w, +wzY, 
~P(wAP(wJ'~ ~P(~,)P(~,)"~- 
In case A = S, we write 3 = 3(S). Actually, 
Detine 
IO 01 I1 01 IO 01 I1 01 IO 11 IO 01 11 01 IO 11 I1 11 IO 01 IO 11 
K={(O Ol,lO l,ll Ol,ll O(,(O 01,lO 11310 l/,11 OH0 01311 lI,lO 111. 
Lemmas 6.9-6.11 are derived from Lemma 3.2 and induction on k. We 
leave the proof to the reader. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let ,a,, a2 E C. Then ,a,& is of 2 type 6. 
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LEMMA 6.10. Let ,ul E 0. and ,u E J. For 1 < k < m, let 
k-l 
Pl PO PW’= c 49&Y 
ZEROI) 
with a(I) E Z. If a(I) # 0 and pr is (1, k - 1) complete, then pr is of k type K. 
LEMMA 6.11. ForanypE3; and l<k<m, 
k-l 
n luWi 
i=O 
11 11 11 01 11 11 IO 11 
[I 1 o/,11 I, 10 11, /1 1 I,p(w1)02,p(~v~)~2}. 
LEMMA 6.12. Let p E J and 
m-l 
fl i4Vi = C a(Oh (6.13) 
i=O ZER(rz) 
with a(I) E Z. Suppose that for some I E Q(n), a(I) # 0 and pr is of m type 
{p(wf, p(w$‘]. Then pz, when restricted to G = G(m), has length less 
than 2m. 
Proof. The case m = 1 is trivial. Since ,~u(O)~(l)” isof 2 type K by 
Lemma 6.9, the result is true for m = 2. Hence, we may assume m > 2. 
Suppose pz is of m type p(w ,)“‘, a(I) # 0, and pzic has length 2m. Then by 
Lemma 6.11, 
Pz=P("1 + W,)P(W, + %YP(wz)uz 
This implies that ~(0) = 4p(w, + wz) or p(w, + w2)p(~vI + w,)~ and ~(1) = 
4p(w, + w2), p(w, + wz)p(wI + w?)~, or 6p(w, -I- wJ'. The terms of 
,~(0),~(1)” that contribute opz should be 
p(w, + wJp(w, + Q” or p(w1 + M'z)P(M'1 + w*y P(“1 f wy5 
here we omit the coefficients. Let ,ul = 1 or p(wl + wJ, and 
(a, mp: W+‘) O2 = ( C 
JEn(n) 
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with b(J) E Z. Suppose -b(J) # 0 and pr is of (m - 2) pattern 
m-3 
PO%) n P(W + w2Y29 
i=l 
then, by Lemma 6.9, pr is of (m - 2) type CI. As pr is a nontrivial term in 
m-l 
P(W, + Wz)P(W, + w2) OP, n PWi 
i=2 
and pr is of (k - 2) pattern 
m-3 
P(W, +wz)P(w, +~zYP(~zY ,Q3 P(W, +w2Yi, 
so pr is of m type (5:. But p(w,)“’ & tI, a contradiction. This shows that pr has 
length less than 2m. For the case p1 is of m type Pi, we take the complex 
conjugate, i.e., the bar action, in (6.13). Then the result follows easily. This 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6.14. Let ,u E 3 and 
m-l 
fl P($+ = c a(I)p,, 
i=O rca(n) 
with a(I) E Z. Suppose that a(I) # 0 and pr, when restricted to G = G(m), 
has length 2m. Then p1 is (2, m - 1) complete and one of the following 11 
cases holds: 
2 pattern of p, m type ofpI 2 pattern of p, m we ofp, 
I1 11 IO 01 I1 01 IO 11 
1 I1 11 IO 01 7 11 11 IO 0 
1011 IllI 11 01 IO 11 11 01 
2 10 llorll 11 I1 01 8 I1 01 IO 11 
IO 01 I1 11 II 11 IO 01 
3 I1 11 IO 01 9 IO 11 II 0 
11 11 IO 01 II 11 IO 01 
4 IO 01 II 11 10 11 01 IO 11 
1101 IIll IO 11 11 01 IO II 
5 I1 Olorll 11 IO 11 11 IO II 11 01 
IO 11 11 01 
6 I1 11 IO 01 (6.15) 
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ProoJ By Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12, pr is of m type 
11 11 11 01 11 11 IO 11 
KU{11 O(,ll 11,/o ll,ll 111. 
As ,eIIG has length 2m, so pr is (2, m - 1) complete. Lemma 6.9 says that 
Pto>Pu(l>” is of 2 type K By Lemma 6.10, pI is of m type E. Now, 
tabulation (6.15) follows easily from the condition that pllc has length 2m. 
For 1 < t < m, let A, = {0, 1, 2 ,..., t - 1 } c 5’(n). For p E J(.4 I), let 
JJ p(i)“’ = C 44 1) pr, 
i=O IER(rl) 
with a(,u, I)E Z. We arrange the elements in (1. as follows (cf. (6.15) and 
Lemma 6.14): 
IO 0 I 11 01 11 11 IO 11 
K(l)=10 0 3 WI = I 1 01, C(3)=jO Ol,...,K(ll)=/l 01. 
We also arrange 2 patterns of pr in (6.15) as 
11 11 IO 11 IO 01 11 01 
%(l)=jl II, 3x2) = IO 1 I, zq3)=(1 lI,...,a(ll)=lo 11. 
For fixed 1 < i, j< 11, and 1 < t < m, let 
t-1 
P(W), W>, t) = C 4.4 1) PI, (6.16) 
where the summation ranges over all p E 3(A,), IE Q(n) such that pr is of 2 
pattern T)(i) and of t type C(j) and (2, t - 1) complete. By Lemma 6.14, 
( 
5 
i.= I
P(W), K(i), m)) + P@(l), C(2), m) t P(a(l), a(5), m) 
is the sum of terms in 
with length 2m, when restricted to G = G(m). If we write 
p(W), W), t> = C d$, 0, (6.17) 
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where the summation is the same as in (6.16), then by (6.8), 
(K r; r> = (C P(W), W), 4) 
i=l 
+ a@(l), C(2), m) + a@(l), W5), ml* (6.18) 
Our next step is to express (6.17) in an explicit form. We will do it by 
solving some linear recursive quations. 
LEMMA 6.19. For a fixed 1 < i ,< 11, let pt be the column vector 
(p(W), W), t>)j’L 1 
with t = 2,3 ,..., m. Then pt+, =X1 pl, where 
/ 4 1 8 6 6 4 6
x, = 
. 
\ 0 WI VI/ 0 0 0 2 2 
0 0 0 0 1 
i 
0 7 12 
v, = 20 0 
00 0 
Moreover, pm = XY-‘p,. 
ProojI For every r E 3(A,+ ,), there exists exactly one ,U E 3 (A,) such 
that c(k) =p(k) for k = 0, l,..., t - 1. 
By (6.16) or (6.17) and the definition of (2, t) completeness, C(t) should be 
chosen carefully so that it constructs a suitable (2, t)-complete lement in 
P@(i), E(j), t + 1). For example, if we want to express 
11 01 
P(W),1 1 01, t + 1) 
in terms of P(B)(i), C(j), t) with j = I,2 ,..., 11, then (f(t) should be chosen in 
the following way: 
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IO 01 
For P(W, IO 01 , t), choose S(t) = p(w, + w2) p(wI + w,)~. 
I1 01 
For WW, I 1 01, 4, choose r(t) = p(wl + w2) p(wI + wz)O 
or 6&w, + w$‘. 
I1 11 
For P(W), IO 0 I, t), choose c(t) = 6p(wJ p(w$‘. 
IO 01 
For P(W), I 1 1 I, ~1, choose r(t) = 6p(w,)p(w,)“. 
IO II 
For P(W), IO 11, t), choose C(t) = p(w, + w2) p(w, + w?)“ 
or 4p(w, + wz). 
11 01 
m(i), 11 01, t+ 1) 
IO 01 
= qqi), 10 01, t)@(w1 + w*) P(Wl + wz)u)Dr 
11 01 
+ P@(i), ( 1 01, t)(p(wl C wz)p(w, + w$’ + 6p(w, + wJ~)~’ 
11 11 
+ f’(W, IO 0 I, N6p(w2) P(W’)“’ 
IO 01 
+ f’(W), I1 1 I, fN6dwd d~J”>“’ 
IO II 
+ Ppqi), / 0 11, t)@(w1 + 1.02) p(w, t wzy + 4&w, t wz))“?. 
This implies that 
If 01 IO 01 11 01 
p(B(i), 1101, t+ 1) =J@(f), IO 01, 0 + QGW, I1 013 t> 
11 11 IO 01 
+ 6p(3J(i), IO 01, t) t ~P(W, 11 11, t> 
IO 11 
+ 6p@(i), 10 11, t). 
The second coefficient on the right-hand side comes from 2 + 6, and the “2” 
comes from the formula p(w, + w2)’ = 2p(w, + IV& t a.. . The above 
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example gives one method to construct the X, in this lemma. This gives the 
proof of the existence of such X,. Another effective way to construct X, can 
be described as follows: We first write down an 11 X 11 matrix, give the 
appropriate name, 
IO 01, 11 Ol,..., etc., 
to the rows and columns. Then fit he matrix column by column. We take 
the column 
as an example. Among the set 
c = @(WI + w*) P(W, + w*Y, 4P(% + WA 2P(%) P(~X~ 2P(%)P(%)“9 
WJV, + do, ~P(w,)P(w,)“~ Wwd~(W’l~ 
we have to choose 2p(~~)p(w~)~~ and 6p(w,)p(w,)” for C(t). 
11 01 
IO 1 I(@(%) P(W)“> 
= @(WI) P(W*Y)M%> Ph>“‘> 
= 2@(W,)P(W*))@(W*)“P(~~,)“‘) 
= 2@(w, + WJ + -.a )@(W~>P(W,)“)“. 
The meaning of this is that t(t) = 2p(w,) p(w,)“’ gives a contribution 
11 01 IO 11 
2P(D(i), IO 11, t) to P(D(i), 11 01, t + 1). 
Write down 2 in the entry 
Similarly, 
IO 11 11 01 
(I 1 01, IO 11). 
11 01 
IO 1 KWw,) P(wJ=) 
= @(WA ~(wd”)(Ww2) dwd”> = 6@(w,) ~(wdM(wd~)” 
= 6@(w, + wJ + -.a )@(w$’ + 2p(w,))“. 
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The meaning of this is that T(t) = 6p(w,) p(w*)O gives a contribution 
11 01 IO 01 
6P(B(i), 10 1 I, t) to ww, IO 1 I, t-t- 1) 
and gives a contribution 
11 01 !l 01 
12P(YD(i), 10 11, t) to P(B(i), IO 01, t 4 1). 
Therefore, write down 6 in the entry 
and 12 in the entry 
11 01 11 01 
(IO OLlO 11). 
Then put 0 in the other entries in the column 
11 01 
IO 11. 
This completes this column. Sometimes, it may happen that an entry has two 
numbers or more. In this case, put the sum of them in that entry. The reason 
for this is quite obvious. 
Next, we have to find initial conditions for the recursive quations in 
Lemma 6.19. 
LEMMA 6.20. Let X0 be the matrix whose jth column is the columr~ 
vector 
MW), W), 2)X’ I. 
Then 
12 48 66 66 
0 0 0 4 6 
0 0 0 0 I 
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ProoJ: This is nothing but a tedious computation. In this computation, 
we have to expand the term 
(r(w,+ w*Y P(W, + ~2)M~I + %I2 dw,+ w2)Y 
(cf. (6.7)). Check the 2 pattern and 2 type of each term and put the coef- 
ficient inthe appropriate entry in X,,. We leave the proof to the reader and 
give a comment here. In the actual computation, we find that the generalized 
notation of 
is more useful. In this, we denote the corresponding coefficient above the 
notation 
Translating the formula in Lemma 3.2 and (6.7) into this symbolic notation 
will make the computation easier. 
Let Y, be the matrix whose entries are the same as X,, ‘except 
(i) the second column vector of Y,, is the sum of the second one of X0 
and twice the first one of X,,, 
(ii) the fifth column vector of Y,, is the sum of the fifth one of X0 and 
twice the first one of X0. That is 
72 66 66 82 
Now, by (6.18), (r, $.r) = tr(XyP2 Yo). 
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A mysterious phenomenon for which we cannot give a conceptual 
explanation is Xf = Y,,. An intrinsic proof of this will be helpful to avoid the 
tedious computation in Lemma 6.20. By the fact Xf = Y,? we get 
which is the sum of the m th powers of the eigenvalues of X, . The eigen- 
values of X, are a, b, 2, 2, 1, 2, c, d, -2, -c, -d, where a, b are two roots of 
x2 - 12x + 24 = 0 and c, d are two roots of x’ - 8x - 8 = 0. As a result, we 
get 
PROPOSITION 6.21. 
(rqT, rg,> = 1 + 2”+’ + am + b” + [2” + cm + d”] 
+ [(-2)” + (-c)~ + (-d)“], 
where a, b are two roots of x2 - 12x + 24 = 0 and c, d are two roots qf 
x2 - 8x - 8 = 0. 
7. COMPUTATIONS OF C,., CONTINUED 
In this section, we will compute the term 
(7.1) 
which is the last term on the right-hand side of (6.1). We remind the reader 
that all the computation is within R(G(n)) unless otherwise stated, e.g., the 
inner product is always considered as within R(G(m)) = R(G). Suppose 
(4, 4) # I E Q and (rqr, pI) # 0. By Lemma 4.13, I(k) # (0,O) for ail k E S. 
Let us restate the meaning of (,) (see (5.1)) in the form we need. For 
A c {O, 1, 2,..., m - 1 }, let f?(A) be the set of all functions 
Y: A + Id%) P(~~J2YY P(fi’2) P(Wl>“? 2POVJ Po~*l)“T W%) P(%>” 1 
such that (cf. Proposition 4.16(iii)): 
(u) if k, k + 1 E A and p(k) =p(w,)p(~!~)~ or 2p(w,)p(w,)“, then 
,W + 1) = p(~v,>p(w,Y or @(w,) P(~v,)“, 
(p) if k, k + 1 E A and p(k) =p(w2) p(wl)” or 2p(w,)p(w,)“, then 
dk + 1) = dw2) P(w,)” or NW,) P(w~Y’. 
For ,U E 9(A), define 
t(A)@) = IF E A I p(k) = &J(J+~,)P(w,Y’ or UP P(~~~YJI. 
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For ,U E II = P(S), define 
Then (r, [p]) = 2fu‘), where t(,~) = t(S)@). This means that each k E S with 
P(k) = 2P(W,) P(%)” or 2p(wJp(w,)” contributes 2 to (r, [,u]). For ,U E Q(A) 
define I@) E 0(A) as follows: for k E A, let 
I@)(k) = (LO), if ,4k) = dw2) P(W’~ 
= (0, 11, if ,@I = P(T) P(w~Y, 
= (1, 11, if ,4k) = @(w,) ~(d” or 2~644 ~6%)“. 
According to this notation, 
(7.2) 
We note that if (I&, pI) = 0, then the summation on the right-hand side 
ranges over the empty set. By definition, itis 0. Now, (7.1) is equal to 
By definition, 
By a routine computation using Lemma 3.2, we get 
vb4* P(Wl + ty2) = P(Wl + %> P(~V,>” + @(w,) P(W2>” 
+ 4~(~1)” + QJ(~v~), (7.5.1) 
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V(WI) r(w,) P(W, + WA = 3P(W, + %) + P(WI + WZY + 2P(Wd P(Wl)” 
+ 2P(%) P(W*Y + 4, (7.52) 
9(%Y P(WI + %I = P(W, + w,) PO%>” + 2dh) P(Wd” 
+ ~P(w$’ + UP, (7.53) 
2@) r(y) P(W, + w,) = ~P(~P(wZ + 4~(w,Y + 6~(d (7.54) 
2r1(0) v(w,)P(w, + 4 = UP P(Q’ + 4~(w,Y’ + 6~(dr (7.55) 
411(O) P(W, + q> = 4P(W, + wz). (7.5.6) 
For A c {O, 1, 2 ,..., m- l}c,S(n) and ,u,<EI?(A), let 9J@,l) be the set of 
ail functions A: A + E = E, U E, U E, U E, U E, U E,, where Ei is the set of 
terms in (7.5.9 for 1 < i< 6 (e.g., E, = {p(wl + w~)~(w~)~, 2p(wz>p(w,)“, 
4p(w,)% 6p(w,)}) and for all k E A, L(k) satisfies the condition 
EE,, 
EE,, 
EE,, 
EE,, 
if I@)(k) = (O,l), I(W) = (1, O), 
if I@)(k) = (LO), I(t)(k) = (1, O), 
or I@)(k) = (0, l), I(tXk) = (0, I), 
if I@)(k) = (1, O), I(t)(k) = 64 11, 
if I@)(k) = (0, I), f(t)(k) = (1, 1X 
or @J(k) = (1, II7 I(l)(k) = (1, Oh 
if @)(k) = (1, O), I(t)(k) = (1, 11, 
or I@)(k) = (1, l), $3(k) = (0, I), 
if I@)(k) = (1, l), I(t)(k) = (1, 1). (7.6) 
For ,u, 5 E .Q = f?(S), we can get easily from this definition that 
Let 
(7.7) 
Lemmas 7.8-7.10 are derived from Lemma 3.2 and induction on k. We 
leave the proof to the reader. 
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LEMMA 7.8. Let A E E. Then d, p(wl) l,p(w,)A are of 1 type C and 
p(w, + w2) A is of 1 type 
I1 01 IO 11 
e-u{10 Qll 01). 
LEMMA 7.9. Suppose 1 <k < m and A(O), J(l) ,..., il(k - 1) E E. Then 
is of k type 
LEMMA 7.10. Let 
IO 11 11 01 
AE%U{(Il Ol,lO II}. 
Suppose 3 < k < m, l(2), l(3) ,..., l(k - 1) E E and 
k-l 
with b(I) E Z. If b(I) # 0 and pr is (2, k - 1) complete, then pr is of k type E. 
LEMMA 7.11. Let 1 <k < m, A(O), n(l) ,..., A(k - 1) E (3 and 
with b(I) E Z. If b(I) # 0 and pr is (2, k - 1)) complete, then p, is of k type 
E 
ProoJ As A(O) is of 1 type { 1, p(wl), p(w& p(w, + wJ}, so A(O) l(l)0 is 
of 2 type 
11 01 IO 11 
@U(lO ll?ll 011 
by Lemma 7.8. By Lemma 7.10, pI is of k type g. 
Let n(O), k(l),..., A(m - 1) E E and 
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with a(1) E Z. Suppose a(1) # 0 and pIIG has length 2~2. Then p, is- 
(2, m - 1) complete by Lemma 7.9. Lemma 7.10 shows that pI is of m type 
Q. This implies that the 2 pattern of p, is 
11 11 IO 11 
R={ll ll,ll 11, 
11 11 IO 11 
IO 11,lO 11, 
For 2 < k < m, let 
k-l 
n A(i)“’ = c b(J, k)p,, 
i=O JEO(F?) 
with b(J, k) E Z. There exists Jk E Q(n) with b(Jk, k) # 0 so that xpI Is a 
nontrivial term of 
where x is a constant. Of course, the Jk is not unique. Since pI is 
(2, m - 1) complete, so pJk is (2, k - 1) complete. Also, pJK is of 2 pattern R. 
Once again, by some routine computations and inducion on k, we can get 
Lemma 7.12. The detail is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 7.12. The notation is as above. Then 
IO 11 I1 II 
(i) ifpJ,, is of ktype IO 01, then A(i- l)=jl Oi andp,, is ofitype 
IO 11 
IO Olforall l<i<k. 
IO 01 11 oj 
(ii) if pJk is of k type IO 11, then A(i - 1) = I 1 1 j and pJi is of i type 
IO 01 
/O 1IforafE l<i<k. 
II 01 IO 11 
(iii) if pJk is of k type j 1 01, then A(i - 1) = IO 1 I and pJi is of i type 
II 01 
/l Olforall l<i<k. 
In summary, we get that pr is (2, m - 1) complete and one of the following 
6 cases holds: 
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2 pattern of p, m type ofp, 2 pattern of p, m type of pr 
I1 11 IO 01 I1 01 IO 11 
1 I1 11 IO 01 4 11 11 IO 01 
I1 11 IO 01 11 11 IO 01 
2 IO 11 11 01 5 11 01 IO 11 
IO 11 11 01 IO 11 I1 01 
3 11 11 IO 01 6 IO 11 11 01 
(7.13) 
This also shows that except cases 4-6, which are discussed in Lemma 7.12, 
pr is (1, m - 1) complete and one of the following three cases holds: 
1 pattern of p, m we ofp, 
1 PO5 + wd 1 
2 P(Wd P(Y) 
3 P(W2) PfW,) 
Now, by (7.3) and (7.7) we get that (7.1) is equal to 
(7.14) 
To compute (7.14), we have to study those terms in 
whose restriction to G has length 2m. For 1<t<m, let 
A,= (0, 1, 2 ,...) t - 1 } c S(n). For ,u, <E I!@,) and ;1 E YJI(u, r), let 
with a@, <, A, I) E Z. Define (cf. Lemma 7.20) 
R(l) = @o.I’*). P(%)v P(%)h WI = @(~+7,>T P(Wl>, P(W,)), 
Jw = (P(J+J*), P(%)P P(Wl>>Y w? = @(%h P(Wl>, Pod), 
R(3) = @(%>, PO%), P(Y + %>>, E(3) = @(ad%)1 117 
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R(4) = @(WA P(Wlh P(d), E:(4) = @(Y)T P(Wzh P(Wd?. 
w-v = @(WA P(4), P(Wl)h WI = @(%h P(%h P(%Jh 
W6) = @(w,), P(W& P(W)), e(6) = cD(d P(%), P(w,N, 
R(7) = @(w,), P(%), P(% + w2))3 E(7) = @(W?), P(WA 112 
W3) = @(w,)v P(*v~), P(w~), W3) = @i%), P(w~),P(w,!) 
R(9) = @(wh P(Wl)T P(%)lY e(9) = @O%~, P(%>7 P(W,i>, 
WlO) = @(WA PO%)? P(Wl + w*)h WO) = ip(wJ, P(J+Fl>, 11, 
Wll) = @(w,!, PO%), P(Wl>h Wl)= @(wz)~~hj~~@5)~~ 
fi(12) = @(WI>, P(W,>Y P(W, + &>>7 @(12) = @(%>, P(W?j, 1). 
We also write R(i) = (R(i), R(i),, R(i),) and e.(i) = (‘3(+, g(&. g($) for 
1 < i < 12. For fixed 1 < i, j < 12 and 0 < t < m, let 
where the summation ranges over all p, CE II!@,), /z E YJI(u, 0 such that 
(i) the only term of length 2t (considered as in G(n)) in 
t-1 
[PI = lJ PW’ 
i=O 
is of 1 pattern R(i), and is of t type C3((i)l, 
(ii) the only term of length 2t (considered as in G(n)) in 
is of 1 pattern 53(i), and is of t type E(i),, 
(iii) pr is of 1 pattern 53(i),, of t type E(i)) and is (1, t - 1) complete. 
By the above discussion, we get that 
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is the sum of terms in (7.15) with length 2m, when restricted to G = G(m) 
(or equivalently, to G(n)). We note that the last three terms in (7.17) 
correspond to cases 4-6 of (7.13). Actually, to get case 4 of (7.13), we have 
to let mu = P(w,) p(w2)“, t(k) =p(w2) P(w,)“, l(k) = p(w, + w2> dy)” for 
0 < k ,< m - 1. Similarly, to get case 5 of (7.13), we have to let 
iu(k) = dw2) P(w~>“~ 5(k) = dwl> P(w~Y’, W = P(W, + w2) P(w,>” for 
0 < k < m - 1. To get case 6 of (7.13), we have to let either (i) ,u(k) = r(k) = 
p(~~)p(w,)~ or (ii) p(k) = r(k) =p(wi) ,D(w~)~ and A(k) @p(wl + w~)~ for 
0 <k < m - 1. This is the reason why the coefficient of the last term in 
(7.17) is 2. 
Ifwedefine,for l<i,j<12and l<t<m, 
q(WX WI t> = C d4 5,L 0, (7.18) 
where the summation is the same as in (7.16), then (7.1) = (7.14) is equal to 
12 
1 q(R(i), E(i), m) + 4. 
ix1 
(7.19) 
Our next step is to express (7.18) in an explicit form. As in Section 6, we 
will find some linear recursive equations satisfied by the left-hand side of 
(7.18). 
LEMMA 7.20. For aJxed 1 < 12, let q1 be the column vector 
(q@(O~ (WI t)>j”, 
with t = 1, 2 ,..., m. Then qr+ , = X2ql, where 
u, v, 0 0 
x2= i v2 u, 
0 
0 0 0 w, Y2 i ' 
0 0 y2 w2 
and 
w,= Y2 = 
Moreover, q, = Xy-‘q,. 
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ProoJ: The method we will use to construct X, is similar to that in 
Lemma 6.19. Suppose we want to express Q@(i), E(4), t + 1) in terms of 
Q(sZ(ij, e(j), t) withj= 1, 2,..., 12; (E(4) = @(w,j,p(wz), p(wz)). For every ,U 
(resp. <) E I?@,+ 1), there exists exactly one ,u’ (resp. e’) E JZ!(A,) such that 
,u(k) =p’(k) (resp. r’(k) = r(k)) for 0 < k < t - 1. p(t) (resp. S(t)) should be 
chosen in the following way: 
(i) For Q(R(i), @(w&P(w,), *>, 0, we choose 
p(t) = P(%j P(W)“, 5(t) = 2/J(%) P(W>“* 
(ii) For Q@(i), @(IV,), p(wz), *j, tj, we choose 
p(t) =P(~~JzjP(~v,j”, r(t) =P(wl)P(w,)“. 
(iii) For Q(st(i), @(IV& p(w,), *), t), we choose 
p(t) = 2P(l4Jl> P(W,)“T k-(t) = &(%) P(M”*jS. 
(iv) For Q@(i), @(w&,P(Iv~), *), tj, we choose 
p(t) = @(w,) dw,)“, T(t) = POVl) P(w)“- 
Once we get p(k) and c(t), I@)(t) and I(<)(t) are also determined by 
definition. For every 2 E YJI&, t;), there exists exactly one /1’ E !JJI&‘, r’) such 
that A(k) =/l’(k) for all k = 0, l,..., t - 1; A(t) is restricted by (7.6). More 
precisely, n(t) should be chosen in the following way: For Q(si(i), 
@(wl), p(wJ, *), t), I@)(t) = (LO), I(t)(t) = (1, lj, we choose J(t) E E,, i.e., 
w = 2PCWL) P(%YT 4dWl)” or $4~~). For Q(W), @(w,j, p(wJ, 11, 4 or 
Q(W), @(WA, P(w~)> P(F)>, t), t i is impossible to define d(tj as above so 
that 
has a nontrivial term satisfying condition (iii) of (7.16). Now, for Q(g((i), 
@(WA P(W,)T P(Wz)), 17 t we have to choose n(t) = 2p(w,)p(~j,)“. Similar 
consideration gives 
Q(W), @(4), t + 1) 
= 2Q(R(i), e(2), t) + Q(R(i), E(3), tj -I- 2Q(Wi), E(5), fj. 
This describes one method to construct X,. A similar way as in the second 
part of the proof of Lemma 6.19 is more effective. We leave it to the reader. 
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LEMMA 7.21. Let X3 be the matrix whose jth column is the column 
vector 
(4(W), W O>!f , 
Then X3 = X2. 
Proof: This is an easy computation. We leave it to the reader. 
By (7.19), (7.1) is equal to tr(Xy-‘X,) + 4 = tr X7 + 4. The eigenvalues 
of X, are 2, 2, e, f, -2, -2, -e, -f, -1, 2, 2, 7, where e, f are two roots of 
x2 -8x + 10 = 0. As a result, we get 
PROPOSITION 7.22. 
-Y 
T’zh2 
(~VT~ PAQT~ P,w%~~ Or) 
= 4 + (-1)” + 2”+’ + 7" +(2(2")+em +f") 
+ [2(-2)” + (-eY + (-f)“], 
where e, f are two roots of x2 - 8x + 10 = 0. 
8. COMPUTATION OF ~,,,CONCLUDED 
In this section, we will compute 
We first show that the two summtitions in (8.1) are equal. 
LEMMA 8.2. For I E Q, (QT, pr) = (I$‘TT &)- 
Proof. Since (rrT,pI) is an integer and r, rT are real functions, so 
crqTV PI) = (‘,,,3 pr>; 
This shows the two summations in (8.1) are equal. In the following we will 
compute 
c crilT, P,)(‘, VI’ qTr)- (8.4) 
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By (7.2), (8.4) is equal to 
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By a routine computation using Lemma 3.2, we get 
= 2p(w, + wJ” + 4p(w,)p(w,)” + 4p(w,)p(wz)” + 8, (8.6.1) 
v(w,) vl(w, + w2)Po~J, + w*) 
= P(W,)P(W, + dU + @(J+~, + I’v2)P(wI)” 
+ 4p(w,)p(w:)” + 2p(w2)“* + Gp(tv,)” + 4p(w,). (8.6.3) 
For A c (0, 1, 2,..., m - 1 } c s(n) and ,U E I!(A), let %f$) be the set of al! 
functions <: A -+ F = F, L! F, U F,, where Fi is the set of term-s in (B.&i) for 
I < i < 3, (e.g., F, = {p(w,) p(w, + IV~)~, 2p(w, + wz) pCwJ”, 4p(w,) p(w, jG, 
2p(w,)“‘, 6p(w,)“, 4p(w,)i), and for all k E A, t(k) satisfies the conditions 
5(k) E F, , if I@)(k) = (1, l), i.e., p(k) = 2p(W,) p(Pv,j” 
or 2p(w,) p(w,)“, (8.7j 
EF?, if I@)(k) = (1, 0), i.e., p(k) = p(Iv,) p(lvz)“, 
EF,, if ICp)(k) = (0, I), i.e., p(k) =p(wJ p(wl>“. 
For ,U E C = P(S), we can get easily from this definition that 
m - 1 
2f(*)17,(,) ‘,?7T r= 1 n &yijc. 
leYl(u) i=o
w31 
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Let 
IO 01 11 01 IO 01 I1 01 IO 11 IO 01 IO 11 11 01 
X={lO Ol,lO 01911 Ol,ll Ol,lO l,lO lI,ll Ol,lO II)., 
The proofs of Lemmas 8.9-8.11 are left o the reader. 
LEMMA 8.9. Let r,,, & E F. Then &,c$ is of 2 type 
11 11 IO 01 
XU{lO Ol,ll 11). 
LEMMA 8.10. Suppose 1 < k < m and r(O), l(l) ,..., <(k - 1) E F. Then 
k-l 
iT=I, W' 
is of k type 
11 11 IO 01 IO 11 11 11 11 0 
XU{lO o/,11 l/,lO ll,ll o/,11 ll]. 
LEMMA 8.11. Let 
11 11 IO 01 
rEXu{IO Ol,ll 111. 
Suppose 3 < k < m, r(2), ((3) ,..., 5(k - 1) E F and 
k-l 
p2 n giy = c b(l)p,, 
i=2 IElI 
with b(I) E 2. If b(I) # 0 and pr is (2, k - 1) complete, then p, is of k type X. 
LEMMA 8.12. Let 3 < k < m, c(O), <( 1) ,..., r(k - 1) E F and 
k-l 
with b(I) E 2. If b(I) # 0 and pf is (2, k - 1) complete, then p, is of k type X. 
Proof This comes from Lemmas 8.9 and 8.11. 
Let r(O), C(l),..., <(m - 1) E F and 
m-l 
n &Y = C 4 pI, 
i=O IEOOI) 
with a(I) E Z. Suppose a(I) # 0 and p,lc has length 2m. Then p, is 
(2, m - 1) complete by Lemma 8.10. Lemma 8.12 shows that pI is of m type 
X. This implies that the 2 pattern of pr is 
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I1 11 IO 11 11 11 IO fl I1 01 I1 11 11 01 IO 11 
?I={11 ll,ll 11,lO ll,lO ll,ll I,ll O/,!O lI,ll Oil. 
For 2 < k < m, let 
k-1 
n Wi = c b(J, k)p.,, 
i=O JEO(r2) 
with b(J, k) E Z. There exists Jk E Q(>z) with b(Jk, k) # 0 so that .‘cp, is a 
nontrivial term of 
m-1 
PJK ,III, t(i)“iT 
where x is a constant. Of course, such a Jk is not unique. Since pr is 
(2, m - 1) complete, so pJk is (2, k - 1) complete. Also, pJk is of 2 pattern 9. 
Once again, by some routine computations and induction on k, we can get 
Lemma 8.13. The detail is left o the reader. 
LEMMA 8.13. The notation is as above. Then 
IO 11 11 1 
(ij if pJk is of k type 11 01, then Qi- 1) = j0 1 and pJi is of i type 
IO II 
11 Olforall l<i<k. 
11 01 IO 1 
(ii) if pJL is of k type IO 11, then <(i - 1) = / 1 1 and pJi is of i type 
I1 01 
10 llforall l<i<k. 
In summary, we get that pr is (2, m - 1) complete and one of the following 
8 cases holds: 
2 pattern of p, m type of6 
IO 01 
IO 01 
11 01 
IO 01 
IO 01 
11 01 
11 01 
11 01 
2 pattern of p, m type of p; 
I1 01 IO 11 
5 11 11 IO 01 
I1 11 IO 01 
6 11 01 IO iI 
11 01 IO 11 
7 IO 11 II 01 
IO 11 I1 01 
8 11 01 IO 11 
(8.14) 
The last two cases are discussed in Lemma 8.13. 
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Now, by (8.5) and (8.8) we get that (8.4) is equal to 
1 
m-1 
r, C C n Wi . 
UEP leA(u) i=o i 
To compute (8.15), we have to study those terms in 
m-1 
2 c n &Y @EL! IE(R(U) i=o 
(8.15) 
(8.16) 
whose restriction to G have length 2m. For 1 < t < m, let A, = 
(0, 1, 2 )...) t - 1 } c S(n). For P E iI! and r E %&), let 
I1 11 
Y(l) = @(%)T I1 1 IX 
I1 11 
?.v) = @(%h IO 1 I>, 
IO 11 
W3) = @(J%)9 IO 1 I), 
11 01 
W4) = @(WA 11 1 I), 
11 11 
Tw) = @(w,>, I1lI>, 
IO 11 
‘11(e) = cO(G I1 1 Ih 
IO 11 
?l(7) = @(WA IO lI>T 
11 11 
?I@) = @(WA, I1 Ol>, 
IO 11 
W9) = cog 11 1 I>, 
11 11 
?w) = @(%)3 I1 Ol>, 
11 11 
w1)=@(%Mo 11). 
11 01 
?.-JW) = @(WA I 1 1 I>, 
IO 01 
WI = @(W,)l IOOl), 
IO 01 
WI = @(%>9 11 Ol>, 
11 01 
X(3) = @(w,h I1 Olh 
IO 11 
X(4) = @(WA IO Ol>? 
IO 01 
X(5) = @(W,>? IO m 
11 01 
X(6) = @(%h IO Ol)? 
11 01 
X(7) = @(%)Yll Ol>v 
IO 01 
WV = @(WA IO 1 I), 
11 01 
E(9) = @(w,>v IO Ol>Y 
IO 01 
X(10) = @(w,), IO 1 I), 
IO 01 
Vl) = @(%>, I1 Ol>v 
IO 11 
X(12) = cd%), IO 0 I>* 
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We also write B(i) = @l(i)*, v(i)*) and X(i) = (X(i),: X(i),) for 1 < i < 12. 
For fixed 1 <i,j< 12 and 1 <t<m, let 
where the summation ranges over all ,U E L!(A,), C$ E ‘n($) such that 
(i) the only term of length 2t (considered as in G(n)) in 
f-1 
[PI = n di)“’ 
i=O 
is of 2 pattern g(i), and is of t type X(i), , 
(ii) pr is of 2 pattern g(i),, of t type X(i), and is (2, t - 1) complete. 
By the above discussion, we get that 
12 
C R(Y(i), X(i), m) + W!J(l), X(3), m) + W(5), W), ml 
i=l 
is the sum of terms in (8.16) with Iength 2m, when restricted to G = G(m) 
(or equivalently, to G(n)). We note that the last two terms in (8.18) 
correspond to cases 7, 8 of (8.14). Actually, to get case 7 of [8.14), we have 
to let ,f@) = p(wJ p(wJ” and r(k) = p(r~r) p(wr f w$’ for all k = 0, l,..., 
m - 1. Similarly, to get case 8 of (8.14), we have to let g(k) =p(wl)p(wl)” 
and r(k) = p(wz) p(w, + w$’ for all k = 0, I,..., m - I.. 
Ifwedefine,for 1<iTj<12and2<t<m, 
where the summation is the same as in (8.17), then (8.4) = (8.15) is equal to 
$ r(‘ll(i), X(i), m) + 2r(Y(l), x(3), m> 
i=l 
+ 2r(TJ(.5), X(7), m) + 2. (8.20) 
Our next step is to express (8.20) in an explicit form. As in Sections 6 and 7, 
we will find some linear recursive quations satisfied by the left-hand side of 
(8.20). 
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LEMMA 8.2 1. For a fixed 1 < i < 12, let rt be the column vector 
(@I (9, X (3, t>)j’f 1 
with t = 1,2 ,..., m. Then rlt 1 = Xjrf, where 
and 
u, 
x 4 = v4 
P-4 0 0 
u4 0 0 
4 0 0 w, Y, 
0 0 y4 w4 ! 
’ 
w, 4 = ( 4 1 4 0 
0 2’ y”=o o’ ( i 
Moreover, rm = X7- ‘r2. 
Proof: The proof is the same as those in Lemmas 6.19 and 7.20. We 
leave it to the reader. 
LEMMA 8.22. Let X5 be the matrix whose jth column is the column 
vector 
Then 
(Gl(j), X(i), 2X2,. 
and 
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Proof(cf. Lemmas 6.20 and 7.21). We leave the proof to the reader. 
Let X, be the matrix whose entries are the same as X5 except that (i) the 
third column vector of X, is the sum of the third one of X, and twice the first 
one of X5, (ii) the seventh column vector of X, is the sum of the seventh one 
of X, and twice the fifth one of X,. That is 
0 6 0 4 
0 2 0 4 0 0 4 0 
Now, (8.20) is equal to tr(X;‘-‘X,) + 2. 
A mysterious phenomenon for which we cannot give a conceptual 
explanation is X, = Xi. This is similar to the situation in Section 6. An 
intrinsic proof of this will be helpful to avoid the tedious computation in 
Lemma 6.20. By the fact X, = Xi, we get 
tr(Xl;-‘X,) = tr XT, 
which is the sum of the mth powers of the eigenvalues of X,. The eigen- 
values of X, are -2, a, /?, y, 2, -a, -/3, -y, 8, 2, 0, 2. where a, /I, and y are 
three roots of x3 - 8x’ + 2x + 12 = 0. As a result, we get 
PROPOSITION 8.23. 
tohere a, /?, y are three roots of x3 - 82 + 2.3~ + 12 = 0. 
THEOREM 8.24. 
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+ [2m + c” + d”] + [(-2)” + (-cy + (-d)“] 
+ [em +f”] + [(-e>m + (-f)“] 
- 2[a” + P” + y”] - 2[(-a)” + (-P)” + (-y)“], 
where a, b, are two roots of x2 - 12x + 24 = 0, c, d are two roots of 
x2 - 8x - 8 = 0, e, f are two roots of x2 - 8x + 10 = 0, and a, /3, y are three 
roots of x3 - 8x2 + 2x + 12 = 0. 
9. THE PROJECTIVE INDECOMPOSABLE CHARACTERS OF SU3(2m) 
In the rest of this paper, we consider the principal indecomposable 
characters and the first Cat-tan invariant in characteristic 2 of G = SU3(2m), 
We will use the same notation as in Section 2 except that G(n) = SU,(2”) 
and S(n) = (0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1) c 2. This also means that G = SU3(2m) and 
s = (0, 1, 2 )...) m - 1 } c Z. Since the method is the same as that used in 
previous sections, we will only sketch the proof and point out those different 
steps. 
LEMMA 9.1. p(wr)“” =p(wJ and P()v~)~~ =P(HJ,). 
Proof. See [2]. 
It is easy to see that all results except Theorem 3.4 in Section 3 are true 
for G = SU3(27. 
THEOREM 9.2. The Grothendieck ring R(G) of G in characteristic 2 is 
isomorphic to the commutative Z algebra which is generated by elements xi, 
yi, zi, i E S that satisfy 
x;=xi+,+2yi, O<i<m-1, 
yf=-Vi+, + 2Xiy O<i<m-1, 
xi yi = zi + 1, O<i<m-1, 
X ;--l=YO+2Ym-lr I 
y;P,=x,+2x,P,. 
Proof (cf. Theorem 3.4). 
To interpet he results in Section 4 for G = SU3(2m), we make the con- 
vention 
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Pu(A=Pu(j-m)7 if m<j<2m, 
I(j) = I(j - m), if m<j< 2m, 
dj) =~(j + ml, if -m<jcO, 
I(j) = I(j + m), if -m <j < 0. 
(9.3) 
By these and Lemma 9.1, we can get that all results before Corollary 4.20 in 
Section 4 are true for G = SU3(2m). 
COROLLARY 9.4. Suppose I, J E Q, I # J’, and (I’qr , pJ) # 0. Then there 
exists k E S such that I(k) = J(k) = (1, 1) and hence I and I are trlell 
behaved. 
THEOREM 9.5. Suppose I E S. Then 
ProoJ: This follows from Corollaries 4.17, 4.18, and 9.3. 
To study the degrees of the principal jndecomposable characters, we 
follow the discussion in Section 5. We note that for I, J E 0, we define 
Wh, P,) = Wb 64 - 1, if I=J=T, 
= m,7 PJ>V otherwise. 
The reason for defining this notation has been explained in Section 5. By this 
notation and Theorem 9.5, we have 
@ cs,o,=~~r-r- c vb~~~ m. (9.6) 
(B,@l *IEn 
LEMMA 9.7. (i) Suppose I E Q and I + T. Then 
(ii> @cm,m,UG) = mh-uG) - 1 - .LJEn md,) bwl. 
To compute Qp,,(l,), we need only consider the term 
c mr~ PJ> %O,)- (9.8) 
I'AIER 
Following the discussion in Section 5, we can get easily that (9.8) is equal to 
QL + P, = 5”’ - 1 for I= T. Hence, @(,,,,(l,) = 23m(6m - 5”) by Lem- 
ma 9.7(ii). Now suppose that I’ is non well behaved and I # T. Then 1 
satisfies the following three conditions: 
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(i) Z(k) f (0,O) for all k E S, 
(ii) if Z(k) = (1,0) for some k E S, then Z(k + 1) = (1,O) or (1, 1). 
(iii) If Z(k) = (0, 1) f or some k E S, then Z(k + 1) = (0, 1) or (1, 1). 
Let I, nZ, = U:=, B,, where 
(i) B, = {i,, i, + 1, i, + 2 ,..., j,} for some i,, j, E S, 
(ii) i, - 1, j, + 1 & I, n I,, 
(iii) O<i,<iz<...<i,<m-1. 
If i,#O orj,#m- 1, we define 
and lBsl =b,. 
E, = 0, if Z(i, - 1) =Z(js + l), 
= 1, if Z(i, - 1) #Z(js + l), 
If i, = 0 and j, = m - 1, we define E, and b, as above for 2 < s < e and 
define 
El =o, if Z(i, - 1) = Z(j, + l), 
= 1, if Z(i,- l)#Z(j, + l), 
and b, = lBll + IBel, E, = b, = 0; Z is said to be of type ((b,, EJ 1 < s < e}. 
By the above notation and the discussion in Section 5, we get 
THEOREM 9.9 ([2, Theorem A, (7.6), Corollary, Theorem 8.21). (i) 
@po,,,(l,) = 23m(6” - 5m). 
(ii) rf Z = (Z, , Z2) E B is well behaved, then 
@I(L) = 2 
3m + II;nr;l 3 Ir;uljr 
(iii) If Z = (I,, I,) E Q is non well behaved and I’ #I is of type 
{(b,,E,)Il <s<e}, then 
10. THE FIRST CARTAN INVARIANT OF SU3(2m) 
In this section, we will compute C,,, = (Gcti,,,, Qcm,$,). By (9.6) and the 
fact (Z’, Qcm,@,) = 0, we have 
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(10.1) 
By Corollary 9.4, we get (cf. Lemma 6.2) 
LEMMA 10.2. Let I E fl and I # (4, 4). Then 
mTd4(o14 = (m,r)- 1, i"f I= T, 
= 0, otherwise. 
This lemma gives 
To compute (Qr, I’q,) = (r, @) in (lO.l), we note that 
Lemmas 6.9-6.13 in Section 6 are true for G = SU,(2m). The proof of these 
lemmas for G = SU,(2’7 is exactly the same as that in Section 6 although 
there should be a slight change in the proof of Lemma 6.12. 
For G = S17,(2~), tabulation (6.15) in Lemma 6.14 should be changed to 
2 pattern of p, mweof~, 2 pattern of p, m type ofp, 
11 11 
1 11 11 
1011 IllI 
2 IO l/orll l/ 
11 11 
3 IO 01 
IO 01 
4 I1 11 
110; IllI 
5 /I O/or/l l/ 
I1 11 
6 IO II 
IO 01 
IO 01 
11 01 
11 01 
11 11 
IO 01 
IO 01 
11 11 
IO 11 
IO 11 
11 01 
IO 01 
II II 
1 I1 01 
I1 01 
8 IO 11 
IO 11 
9 11 l/ 
11 01 
10 11 I/ 
IO 11 
11 I1 01 
10 II 
IO Oi 
11 01 
IO 11 
IO 01 
jl 01 
IO 01 
IO 11 
IO 11 
II 01 
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According to this tabulation, we rearrange B(i), 1 < i < 11, as 
I1 11 IO 11 I1 11 IO 11 
B’(l)=11 11, %‘(2)=lO 11, 11)‘(3)=10 Ol,...,B’(ll)=Il 01. 
Now, it is not difficult o follow the discussion in Section 6 and get 
(r, r&I’) = tr. x7, where 
The eigenvalues of 2, are 1, -2, 2, 2, 2, a b, c, d, c, d, where a, b are two 
roots of x2 - 12x + 24 = 0 and c, d are two roots of x2 - 8x - 8 = 0. As a 
result, we get 
PROPOSITION 10.4. 
(rqT, TV,) = 1 + (-2)” + 2” + a”’ + b” + 2[2” + cm + d”], 
where a, b are two roots of x2 - 12x + 24 = 0 and c, d are two roots of 
x2 - 8x - 8 = 0. 
Now we compute the term 
in (10.1). We note that Lemmas 7.8-7.12 are true for G = SI!I,(~~). But for 
G = ,SU3(2”9, tabulation (7.13) should be changed to 
2 pattern of p, m We of p, 2 pattern of p, m type ofp, 
I1 11 IO 01 11 11 IO 11 
1 I1 11 IO 01 4 11 01 IO 01 
IO 11 IO 01 II 01 IO 01 
2 11 II 11 01 5 11 11 IO 11 
11 ‘I 11 01 IO 11 11 01 
3 IO II IO 01 6 10 II II 01 
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By Lemmas 7.12(i), (ii ), and 9.1, cases 4 and 5 occur for G = SV!,~,(~~). Also 
case 6 cannot occur for G = SUx(2”) by Lemma 9.1 and the discussion 
foliowing (7.17). Hence this tabulation can be reduced to 
1 pattern of pi rfl type of p, 
According to Lemma 9.1, Proposition 4.16 (under conditions (9.3) for 
G = SU3(2m)), and this tabulation, we rearrange R(i), 1 < i < 12, as 
R’(1) = @O~,)T P(Wlh AU,,))? R’(7) = @(~lZj.P(~l’lj,P(CY, + M
R’(2) = @(TV,>, Pt~~*>? P(~,)>~ R’(8) = @tlf2)r~t~?ljr~t~!)), 
52’(3) = Go(w,), P(WJ, p(tv, + U’?)), R’(9) = (P(~V,), P(lQ P(~J,>), 
R’(4) = @(M.‘*h P(“V,), P(%)h R’(10) = ip(w,>, P(%>, P(‘V, + 14j, 
R’(5) = @(w>v P(h), P(%))? a’(1 1) = @(102),P(U’Ij,P(lV2))’ 
R’(6) = Dtd POW), dw,>>v st’(l2) = @(Wz), p(wJ, P(“i + Wz)). 
Now, it is not diffkult to follow the discussion in Section 7 and get that 
(10.5) = trp;, where 
and 
wz = 0 Y, = O\i 
6 41’ 
The eigenvalues of gz are 2, 7, 1, -2, -2, -2, -2. -2, e, e,S.f, where e, f 
are two roots of x2 - 8x + 10 = 0. As a result, we get 
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PROPOSITION 10.6. 
where e, f are two roots of x2 - 8x + 10 = 0. 
Now we consider the two terms 
c (Or, P,)(mT~ 05,) + x (OTT P,X~~,~~ 0 ) (10.7) 
T’#JeQ T’*tER 
in (10.1). As proved in Section 8, the two summations in (10.7) are equal. 
Hence we need only consider 
c trqT3 P,@-? %~Tr). (10.8) 
T’fIeO 
We note that Lemmas 8.9-8.13 are true for G = SITI,( But for 
G = SU3(2m), tabulation (8.14) should be changed to 
2 pattern of p, m type of p, 2 pattern of p, m type ofp, 
I’ ‘I 
1 I’ ‘I 
I’ ‘I 
2 IO ‘I 
IO ‘I 
3 I1 11 
1011 IllI 
4 IO Ilor/l l/ 
IO 01 
IO 01 
11 01 
IO 01 
IO 01 
II 01 
11 01 
11 01 
I’ 11 
5 I’ 01 
I’ 01 
6 I1 11 
IO 11 
1 I’ 01 
I’ 01 
8 IO 11 
IO II 
IO 01 
IO 01 
IO 11 
IO II 
I1 01 
I’ 01 
IO 11 
By Lemmas 8.13 and 9.1, cases 7 and 8 in this tabulation cannot occur for 
G = SU3(2m). According to the tabulation, we rearrange g((i), 1 < i < 12, as 
I1 11 
?l’(l)=@(fiJ,)9Il lI>, Y’(7) = @(M’Zh 
IO 11 
tl’c4 = @(W,)¶ I 1 1 I>, !I’@) = @(w,), 
IO 11 
xI’(3) = @(WA IO 1 I>, Y’(9) = @(WA 
11 11 
Y’(4) = @(J+vl>Y I1 Ol), ?l’(W = @(w,>7 
IO 11 
IO lI>? 
I1 Ol>? 
11 lI>? 
11 11 
IO lI>Y 
11 01 
I1 1113 
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11 11 IO 11 
Y’(5) = @(w2), I1 1 I), Tl’(1.r) = @(l.(‘2): I1 1 I), 
I1 11 11 11 
‘t)‘(6) = @(dv 10 1 I>> ‘2,‘( 12) = @(wL’?), I 1 01). 
Now we may follow the discussion in Section 8 and get that 
(10.8)=tr/77, where 
The eigenvalues of xq are -2, -2, ct, p, y, u, /3, 1: 8, 2, 0, -2. where u, p, and 
y are three roots of .x3 - 8x’ + 2x + 12 = 0. As a result, we get 
PROPOSITION 10.9. 
=2 3m+l+~m+l + 6(-2)” + 4fc.P + /!?” + y’“)? 
where a, pr y are three roots oj’s3 - 8x2 f 2x + 12 = 0. 
By (10.1). (10.3), and Propositions 10.4, 10.6, and 10.9, we get 
THEOREM 10.10. 
c o.m = (@co,m,, Qtolejj = 7” + 1 - 2’“‘+ I+ afn + b”’ 
+ 2(2” + c”’ + d” + em +f”) - 4[a” + j3” + ;I”], 
where a, b are two roots of x2 - 12x + 24 = 0. c, d are two roots OJ 
x2 - 8x - 8 = 0, e, f are two roots of x’ - 8x + 10 = 0, and a, p, y are three 
rootsqj’x3-8x2+2x+12=0. 
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